


A NECESSARY INTRODUCTIQN

PREFACE

There are few people wi h any degree of. political literacy anywhere in the world. who have nQt
heard about the CIA. Its n oriety is well deserved even if its precise functions in the service of the
American Empire often isappear under a cloud of fictional images or crude conspiratorial
theories.

The Africa Research Gr up is now able to make available the text of a document which helps fill
many of the existing ga in understanding the expanded role intelligence agellci~s play in
plannin and executing f reign policy objectives. "Intelligence and Foreign Policy," as the
document is titled, illumi tes the role of covert action. It enumerates the mechanisms which
allow the United States t interfere, with almost routine regularity, in the internal affairs of
sovereign nations through ut the world.- We are p~blishing it for many of th~ ,same reason that
.American newspapers de ·ed governmel)t censorship to disclose the secret,o igins ,0 the War
against the people of Indo hina. Unlike those newspapers, however, we feel the pu~lic ~as more
than a "right to know"; it has the duty to struggle against the system which needs and uses the
CIA.

In addition to the docum nt, the second section of the pamphlet examines CIA inv~lve~ent in a
specific setting: its role in the pacification of the Leftist opposition in Kenya, and its promotion
of "cultural nationalism" i lother reas of Africa. The larger strategies spoken of in the document
here reappear as the dail interventions of U.S. policy in action.

The 'final section of. the amphlet sketches the range of CIA activities. We l1ave included a
bibliogr~phy to aid furthe stUd'y of the CIA

The CIA is not omniPote~. But we peed to ~now who it is and how it works. W~ have published
this pamphlet to identify t CIA and its strategists as ~ey form~lato!s of fore~gn .pOIICY. Iden
tification is just the be2in lng: it is a useful tool only If somethIng IS done WIth It.

The Afric Research Group is a radical research/action collective
concerned with exposing and fighting American imperialist penetra
tion of A rica. In addition to this pamphlet, ARG publishes a num
ber of or-ginal articles about u.s. imperialism and reprints arti
cles writ en by African radicals. For a complete list of publi
cations i eluding a new study of Southern Africa in the 1970's,
Race to P wer: the Stru Ie for Southern Africa; a critique of
u.s. Afri anists, African Studies in America; and an annotated
bibliogra I y, Radical Study Guide to Africa, write to the Group ·
P.O. Box 213, Cambridge, Mass., 02138.



. offer some Inslgh-ts which put those papers
in a broader context.

,-", "Inteliigence and -Foreign' Policy" is the
t xt of the minutes of a "confidential
disc ssion group" which met in 1967-1968
under th aegis of the powerful and in
f.luential Council on Foreign elations in
New Yor . Widely known as a key center of
,foreign policy formulation, the Council

, I terally is where the elit meet. It is here
that corpo ation president and top bankers
confer with government officials, leading
academicians and foreign dignitaries.
Currently headed by Chase Manhatta 's

~ David oc efeller, the Council ublishes
, books, supports the work of Establishment

scholars (Henry Kissinger is one of their
prominent alumni), and enables th-e
country's opinionmakers to brief each other
on the state of their multinational i terests.
Even by Council standards, its sessions on
IntelUgence operations were extraordinary.

, Though dated, this _docu~e~_t_from 9n~ of
.those. meetings offers a still-relevant
~ri~er on the theory and practice of CIA
manipulations.

Richard 'Bisseil, the man who led the
'Coun~il discussion that night, was well

, , quipped to tal about the CIA. A one-time
", Yale profes_sor and ,currently an executive
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of the United Aircraft Corporation, Bissell
served as the CI -'s Deputy Director until he
"resigned" in the wake of the abortive 1961
invasion of Cub~. The blue-ribbon group to
which he spoke included a number of in
telligence exper s including Robert Amory,
Jr., another form r Dputy Director, and the
late CIA chief, Al n Dulles, long considered
the grand old m n of American espionage.
Their presence was important enough an
occasion for int rntational banker Douglas
Dillon to offi i tee The accompanying
"Who's Who" f the participants offers
some details bout the well-regarded
positions these "leaders" hold in the
Established or er_In this discussion digest
- only one of a st-ll secret series - these
power brokers et down to the nitty gritty
issues that confront their world_ Contrast, if
you will, the pr cision of their concerns with
the popular 1m es of intelligence work.

In the mass media, the CIA has been so
over-identified with the James Bond 
Mission Impos i Ie image (perhaps not
undeliberately) 'that it is difficult to ap-

. preciate the ful range of its daily mundane
work and power. On the left the tendency to
associate the CIA only with coups and in
trigue also my tifies its role as an ad
ministrator 0 complex political and
economic in titutions. Coups and
assassinations re certainly within the



orgnization's purview, but so is the task of
orchestrating the intelli ence-diplomatic
corporate-military-foreig aid penetration
of undeveloped countri s by the U.S.
"Overturning a regime i the easy part of
political engineering, " writes Richard
Cottam, a political scientist privy to CIA
operations. "Creating a stable and
ideologically compatibl regime is in
finitely more complex ... U In Vietnam, that
strategy of shoring u I a "compatible
regime" has been called "Vietnamization."
Elsewhere in the world, i~ is known as Neo
Colonialism.

As a strategy, neO-COIon~alismis failing in
Vietnam largely because I f resistance by a
well-organized peoples' I rmy. Of all the
government agencies; th CIA appears to
have understood that best, and con
sequently is viewed as a sober coun
terbalance to' the military solutfons so
ineffectively attempted .y the Generals.
Elsewhere in the wor d .revolutionary
movements are not as a I vanced or as ex
perienced as the Vietnam' e. It is the CIA's
mission to keep them thl t way. This ob
jective underlies Mr. Bissl I-I's enumeration
of the ways the U.S. attempts to understand
and influence any given c untry's "internal
power balance." :,tHis is a program for
grooming agents and allies in a way that
makes them interdepend nt and ultimately
indistinguishable.

These strategies are designed by an
apparatus with immense resources at its
disposal. A top-secret budget - estimated
to range from 600 million to several billion
annually - permits the CIA to maintain a
staff of at least 15,000 Americans along with
several thousand non-Am rican agents. At
least half of its analysts and researchers
have advanced degrees; third hold doc
torates. What the CIA doe not know, it can
find out through its links ith universities,
U.S. corporations, and her institutions.

The CIA monitors an indexes most
major ongoing scientific and academic
research with the aid of a s ecially designed
data processing system. At least half of its
daily "intelligence input" omes from open
sources such as newspapers, periodicals,
radio monitoring, specialized journals, etc.
Another 35 percent is c llected through
various electronic device , ranging from
bugs to satellites; and the emaining fifteen
percent from agents in th field. This vast
and well financed resear h nexus has its
tentacles in virtually ev ry sector of a
nation's life: its schools, its media, its
unions, its social organizations, and its
political institutions. .
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Why does the United States require such
an apparatus? Mr. Bissell doesn't really
deal with this question, nor for that matter.
do the house experts who drafted the
Pentagon Papers. The technocrats who
serve American power are never ones to
raise fundamental questions about the
interests served by their global strategies.
Unhappily, the periodic clamor for "con
trolling" the CIA also usually avoids any of
the more basic questions about the covert
character of American intervention. The
latest reform effort underway is a bill in
troduced by Senator John Sherman Cooper
which would force the CIA to share its
analyses and projections with Congress. In
offering their tentative approval, the
editors of the liberal Washington Po tad
mitted bluntly that the measure does Dot
regard the CIA as an "ominous operational'
agency whose work must be checked." With
enemies like this the CIA needs f~w friends.

The CIA clearly Is an operational agency:
it has established itself plainly on the
beaches of Cuba, in the continuing heroin
traffic of Indochina, and in its role in the
murders of Che Guevara and patrice
Lumumba, just to mention some of its
better-known achievements. Throughout
the world, revolutionary movements know
they must "check" CIA dirtywork if they
are to win back their countries from elites
now dependent on foreign interest,..~n this
country, the repressive apparatus 'is I)ot only
swelling but increasingly equipping ltself
with the sophisticated gadgetry 'long
associated with counterinsurgency and
foreign spying. CIA Director Richard
Helms has even been publicly mentione.d as
a possible successor to the FBI's aging J.
Edgar Hoover. Those corporate liberals
now aboard the anti-FBI bandwagon 'would ... '
like nothing more than to see the FBI
streamlined and professionalized along CIA
lines. In other words, the covert action
strategies now in use abroad may very well
get introduced - if they aren't already- in
the domestic political arena.

It will be an uphill battle for U.S. citizens
as well as the people of undeveloped
countries to check the operations of the CIA.
The first step is understanding the. scope
and puropses of its actions. This document,
like the Pentagon Papers, adds to our un
derstanding of how U.S. really conducts
foreign policy. Its appearance, like the
appearance of the Pentagon Papers, is
certain to alarm the keepers of' national
insecurity. They will redouble their efforts
to prevent future leaks. But for this
document it is too late And next time it will
be too.



" t t
TA)tGETING THE CFR

"The C9un~il on Foreign Relations,"
writes David Horowitz in Ramparts (Oc
tober, 1971) "was created in 1921 with
Rockefeller and Carnegie funds, and has
since become a permanent caucus and
strategic planning association for the
establishment internationalists. Composed
of the business and foreign policy elite,
including such crucial names as Morgan,
Rockefeller, Harriman, Root, Hughes,
Stimson, McCloy, Lovett, Dulles, Lipp
mann, Stevenson, Bundy and Kissinger, the
Council has been unrivaled over the
decades in setting long term U.S. policy
goals.

The CFR finances its $1,000,000 annual
budget mainly with foundation grants, fees
from major corporations (which it supplies
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with the latest foreign olicy information),
sales of its very influential magazine,
Foreign Affairs, (and its own book series.
The Council's membe ship is restricted to
1400-700 of whom must live in the immediate
area of New York C·ty. It includes top
government officials, ranking academics,
and corporate executives.,)

The CFR recently a pointed "alleged"
war criminal William undy as editor of
Foreign Affair. Bu y's appointment
provoked a rare interq I split with Prin
ceton professor Richar Falk and other left
leaning Council members publicly
demanding th t the appointment be
rescinded. They charge I Bundy is guilty of
genocide and should be tried, not honored.
Council President vid Rockefeller
predictably sides with fndy in the dispute.



. .

The folio in docu ent· i the actual transcript of a Council on Foreign Relations discus ion
p.meeting which took place on January 8, 1968. The confidential weekly discussion group

meeting sponsored,! the Council range over virtually every topic relating to the national in
tere$t.

ICTED TO aROUP MEMBERS ONLY
TO QUOTED CITED

CONFIDENTIAL
Not for ,,,blktltloll

DISCUSSION MEETING REPORT

INTELLIGENCE,AND fOREIGN POLICY

. Diseullion Leader: Richard M. Bissell. Jr.
Chairman: Douglas Dillon

. Secretary: William J. Barnds

.Rapporteur: William· R. Hanis

Third Meetinl
January 8. 1968

Di,est of Discussion

. (This digest has not been edited by the participants.)

COUNCIL ON FOREJGN RELATIONS

S8 EAST 68TH STREET
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The third meeting of the Discussion Group on Intel11Bence and Foreign
Policy was held at the Harold Pratt House on January 8, ~ 68, at 5.00 p.m.
Present were: Richard M. Bissell, Jr., Discussion Leader· Do~glas Dillon,
Chairman; William J. Barnds, Secretary; William R. Harr·s, Rapporteur;
George Agree, Frank Altschul, Robert Amory, Jr., Meyer Be stein, Col.
Sidney B. Berry, Jr., Allen W. Dulles, George S. Franklin Jr., Eugene
Fubini, Julius C. Holmes, Thomas L. Hughes, Joseph Kraft, David W.
MacEachron, Philip W. Quigg, Harry Howe Ransom, Theodore . Sorensen,
David B. Truman.

* * * * * *

The Chairman, Mr. Dillon, opened t~e meeting, noting that although

this entire series of discussion was "off-the-record," th subject of dis

cussion for this particular meeting was especially sensitive and subject

to the previously announced restrictions.

Mr. Dillon noted that problems involving CIA's relat onships with pri

vate institutions would be examined at a later meeting, though neither Mr.

Bissell nor others should feel restricted in discussion 0 such problems

this evening.

As the session's discussion leader, Mr. Bissell offe ed a review and

appraisal of covert operations in u.S. foreign policy.

Touching briefly upon the question of responsibility of whether

.these agencies are instruments of national policy, Mr. Bi sell remarked

that, in such a group, he needn't elaborate on CIA's resp nsiveness to

national policy; that we could assume that, although CIA articipates in

policy making (as do other "action agencies," such as AID, the military
I

services and Departments, in addition to the Department 0 State), CIA was

a responsible agency of national policy.

Indeed, in Mr. Bissell's personal experience, CIA's ole was more

carefully circumscribed and the established limits observ d more atten

tively than in ECA, where Mr. Bissell had previously work d.
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The essenti I control of CIA resided in a Cabinet-level committee,

comprising a rep esentative of the White House staff, the Under Secretary

of State, Deputy Secretary of Defense, and in recent years the personal

participation of the Director of Central Intelligence. Over the years

this committee has become a more powerful and effective device for en

forcing control. It reviews all new projects, and periodically scruti

nizes ongoing projects.

As an interdepartmental committee composed of busy officials who

meet only once p r week, this control group is of limited effectiveness.

Were it the only control instrument, Mr. Bissell would view it as inade

quate, but in faot this committee is merely the summit of control, with

a series of intermediate review procedures as lower levels. Projects are

usually discusse in the relevant office of the Assistant Secretary of

State, and, if at all related to Defense Department interests, at a similar

level in 000, fr quently after consideration at lower levels ~n these de

partments.. It was rare to take an issue before the Special Group prior to

discussion at lower levels, and if there was objection at lower levels,

most issues were not proposed to the Special Group -- excepting large pro

jects or key issu~s, which would be appealed at every level, including the

Special Group.

Similar procedures applied in the field. Generally the Ambassador

had a right to know of any covert operations in his jurisdiction, although

in special cases as a result of requests from the local Chief of State

or the Secretary f State) the chief of station was instructed to withhold

information from he Ambassador. Indeed, in one case the restriction

was imposed upon he specific exhortation of the Ambassador in question,

who preferred to emain ignorant of certain activities.

Of the "blown" operations~ frequently among the larger ones, most

are known to have been approved by the President himself. The U-2

project, for exam Ie, was an offshoot of the Land (intelligence) Committee

of the Killian pane1 20n surprise attack; it was proposed as a Killian

panel recommendat'on to the President, supported by USIB3; its procure

ment, in utmost s crecy, was authorized by the President, and, with the

I
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exception of the first few flights (the initial authorization being to

operate for a period of ten days, "weather permitting"), each individual

flight was authorized by the President, with participation by the Secre

taries of State and Defense.

Covert operations should, for some purposes, be divided into two

classifications: (1) Intelligence collection, primarily espionage, or

the obtaining of intelligence by covert means; and (2) Cove taction,

attempting to influence the internal affairs of other nations -- some

times called "intervention" -- by covert means.

Although these two categories of activity can be separated in

theory, intelligence collection and covert action interact and overlap.

Efforts have been made historically to separate the two fundtions but the

result has usually been regarded as "a total disaster organizationally."

One such attempt was the establishment in the early days of CIA (1948) of

the OPC4 under Frank G. WisnerS as a separate organ for covert action.

Although supported and given cover by the CIA, this organization was in

dependent and Wisner reported directly to the Secretaries of State and

Defense. "Beedle" Smith6decided when he became Director of Central In

telligence that, if he were responsible for OPC, he was going to run it

and it was merged with the clandestine intelligence organization in such

a way that within the combined Clandestine Service there was a complete

integration of intelligence collection and covert action functions in

each area division.

In addition to our experience with OPC, the Germans and the British

for a time during the war had organizations for covert special operations

separate from, and inevitably in competition with, their espionage ser

vices. In every case the experience has been unfortunate. Although

there are many disagreements within CIA on matters of doctr-ne, the view

is unanimous that the splitting of intelligence and covert action services

would be disastrous, with resulting competition for recruitment of agents,

multiple recruitment of the same agents, additional securit risks, and

dissipation of effort.

Concerning the first category, intelligence collection', we should ask:

(a) What is the scope of "covert intelligence collection"? (b) What intel-
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ligence collection functions can best be performed covertly?

The scope of covert intelligence collection includes: (1) recon

naissance; (2) communications and electronic intelligence, primarily

undertaken by SA?; and (3) classical espionage, by agents. In gauging

their utility, Mr. Bissell ranked (1) the most important, (2) slightly

below, and (3) IconsiderablY below both (1) and (2).

Although it is less effective, classical espionage is "much the

least costly," with the hardware components of recon and NSA activities

raising their osts considerably.

[In the a ter-dinner discussion, an authority on communications

electronics ex~ressed his concurrence in Mr. Bissell's relative rankings.

Notwithstandin technological advances in cryptology, the increased sophis

tication in rno t cryptosystems assured that (1) (reconnaissaince) outranked

(2). Another bserver noted that the budgets correlated in similar manner,

the former spe ker concurring and noting that, however surprising, the

budgets approx·mated maximum utility according to cost-effectiveness cri

teria. ]

Postwar u.s. reconnaissance operations began, historically, as

"covert" operatio.ns, primarily a series of clandestine overflights of

Communist territory in Eastern Europe, inaugurated in the early 1950s.

These early ef orts were followed by the U-2 project, which provided

limited covera e but ·dramatic results.

Now we ha e reconnaissance satellites. Overhead reconnaissance is

one of the most; open of "secrets" in international affairs; it is no

longer really "covert activity," and bureaucratic responsibility for it

now resides in the Pentagon.

Classical espionage, in the early postwar years, was conducted with

special intens·ty in West Germany, and before the Berlin wall, in that

city, which wa ideal for the moving of agents in both directions, pro

viding a sizab~e flow of political and economic intelligence (espe~ially

from East Germ

Throughou period since the early fifties, of course, the Com-

munist bloc, a d more especially the U.S.S.R. itself, has been recognized

as the primary target for espionage activities. Circumstances have
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greatly limited the scale of operations that could be und rtaken within

the bloc so much of the effort has been directed at bloc nationals sta

tioned in neutral or friendly areas, and at "third country" operations

that seek to use the nationals of other non-Communist countries as sources

of information on the Soviet bloc.

More recently there has been a shift in priorities f r classical es

pionage toward targets in the underdev~loped world. Part y as a result of

this change in priorities and partly because of other dev lopments, the

scale of the classical espionage effort mounted in Europe has considerably

diminished. The U.S.S.R. remains a prime target but Communist China

would today be given the same priority.

As to the kinds of information that could be obtaine , espionage has

been of declining relative importance as a means of learning about ob

servable developments, such as new construction, the char cteristics of

transportation systems, the strength and deployment of military forces

and the like because reconnaissance has become a far more effective col

lection technique and (except in China) travel is freer and far more ex

tensive than some years ago. It had been hoped that espi nage would

contribute to the collection of intelligence on Soviet an East European

technology, since this is a body of information not readily observable

(until embodied in operational systems). Another type of intelligence

for which espionage would seem to be the only available technique is that

concerning enemy intentions. In practice however espionage has been dis

oppointing with respect to both these types of intelligence. They are

for obvious reasons closely guarded and the task is just too difficult to

permit results to be obtained with any dependability or regularity. With

respect to the former category -- technology -- the published literature

and direct professional contacts with the scientific community have been

far richer sources.

[A communications-electronics expert interjected th observation that

the same reasoning applied to inadequacies in SaT intelligence cOllectionS;

technology is just too difficult for agents, who are insufficiently

trained to comprehend what they observe as the technologies become in

creasingly complicated.]
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As to frien ly neutrals and allies, it is usually easier to learn

what one wishes y overt contacts, human contacts of overt members of the

u.s. mission or rivate citizens. We don't need espionage to learn British,

or even French i tentions.

[The speake was questioned as to whether the other side's espionage

was of similarly limited utility, or whether -- with their Philbys9

they were more s ccessfu1?]

Mr. Bissell remarked that Soviet Union successes were primarily in

counterinte11ige ce, though going back aways, the Soviet Union had been

more successfu1.in recruiting U.S. scientists.

[The questi n was raised as to whether Burgess and MacLean consti
10tuted merely G.I successes .]

Mr. Bissell thought so.

[In another s recollection, Soviet atomic intelligence efforts had

been of substant a1 assistance in facilitating the Soviet nuclear weapons

program. A1thou h it is not possible to estimate with precision the ef

fects of this intelligence, it was Lewis Strauss's guess that atomic in

telligence successes allowed the Soviets to detonate their first device

at least one and one-half and perhaps as much as two and one-half years

before such a test would have been possible with purely indigenous efforts.]

The general conclusion is that against the Soviet bloc or other so

phisticated soci ties, espionage is not a primary sou~ce of intelligence,

although it has ad occasional brilliant successes (like the Berlin Tunnel ll

and several of t e high level defectors). A basic reason is that espion

age operates mai 1y through the recruitment of agents and it is enormously

difficult to recruit high level agents. A low level agent, even assuming

that he remained loyal and that there is some means of communicating with

him simply canno tell you much of what you want to know. The secrets we

cannot find out y reconnaissance or from open sources are in the minds of

scientists and s nior policy makers and are not accessible to an ordinary

citizen even of iddle rank.

In contrast the underdeveloped world presents greater opportunities

for covert intel igence collection, simply because governments are much

less highly org ized; there is less security consciousness; and there is

apt to be more a tual or potential diffusion of power among parties,
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localities, organizations, and individuals outside of the central govern

ments. The primary purpose of espionage in these areas is to provide

Washington with timely knowledge of the internal power balance, a form of

intelligence that is primarily of tactical significance.

Why is this relevant?

Changes in the balance of power are extremely difficult to discern

except through frequent contact with power elements. Again and again we

have been surprised at coups within the military; often, w have failed

to talk to the junior officers or non-corns who are involve in the coups.

The same problem applies to labor leaders, and others. Frequently we

don't know of power relationships, because power balances re murky and

sometimes not well known even to the principal actors. Only by knowing

the principal players well do you have a chance of careful prediction.

There is real scope for action in this area; the technique is essentially

that of '.'penetration," including "penetrations" of the sort which horrify

classicists of covert operations, with a disregard for the "standards"

and "agent recruitment rules." Many of the "penetrations" on't take the

form of "hiring" but of establishing a close or friendly relationship

(which mayor may not be furthered by the provision of money from time to

time).

In some countries the CIA representative has served s a close coun

selor (and in at least one case a drinking companion) of the chief of

state. These are situations, of course, in which the tasks of intelli

gence collection and political action overlap to the point of being al

most indis.tinguishable.

[The question was raised as to why ordinary diplomats couldn't main

tain these relationships.]

Mr. Bissell observed that often they could. There w re special cases,

however, such as in one Republic where the chief of state had a "special

relationship" with the senior CIA officer without the knowledge of the u.s.
Ambassador because the President of the Republic had so r quested it. The

CIA man sent reports by CIA channels back to the Secretary of State, but

the Ambassador in the field, as agreed by the Secretary of State, wasn't

to be informed. In this case, a problem arose when the r levant Assistant
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Secretary of Stat (who had received cables from the CIA man) became the

new Ambassador, but the President of the Republic liked the new Ambass-ador

and asked that a "special relationship" be established with him too.

Aside from this unique case, it seems to have been true generally that

the Ambassador has to be a formal representative of the United States most

of whose relations with the government to which he is accredited are through

or with the knowledge of its foreign office. On the other hand, the CIA

representative can maintain a more intimate and informal relationship the

privacy of which can be better preserved both within the government of the

country in question and within the United States government. Moreover, if

a chief of state leaves the scene or changes his mind, you can quietly

move a station chief, but it could be embarrassing if it were necessary

suddenly to recall the U.S. Ambassador.

[Was the previously described relationship really a "covert operation"?]

The "cover" may be to shield visibility from some junior officials or,

in the case of a "private adviser" to a chief of state, to shield this fact

from politicians f the local government.

[Another obs rvation was that the method of reporting, through CIA

channels, constituted one difference and had some influence. A chief of

state who knew th t CIA's reports would be handled in a smaller circle,

with less attendant publicity, might prefer these channels for some com-

munications.] I

Concerning the second category, covert action:

The scope of covert action could include: (1) political advice and

counsel; (2) subsidies to an individual; (3) financial support and "tech

nical assistance" to political parties; (4) support of private organiza

tions, including labor unions, business firms, cooperatives, etc.; (5)

covert propaganda; (6) "private"- training of individuals and exchange of

persons; (7) econ mic operations; and (8) paramilitary for political ac

tion operations d'signed to overthrow or to support a regime (like the

Bay of Pigs and the programs in Laos). These operations can be classified

in various ways: by the degree and type of secrecy required by their

legality, and, perhaps, by their benign or hostile character.

From whom is the activity to be kept secret? After five days, for
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example, the U-2 flights were not secret from the Russians but these ope

rations remaine highly secret in the United States, and with good reason.

If these overfll hts had "leaked" to the American press, the U.S.S.R.

would have been forced to take action. On a less severe level the same

problem applies to satellite reconnaissance. These are examples of two

hostile governments collaborating to keep operations secret from the

general public of both sides. "Unfortunately, there aren't enough of .

these situations."

[The remark was interjected that there was another reason for secrecy;

if one had to admit to the activity, one would. have to show the results,

and exactly how ood or bad they were.]

Covert oper tions could be classified by their legality or illegality.

Many of them are legal.

They can also be classified as "benign" or "hostile." Most operations

in Western Europe have been "benign," though involving the gravest im.

proprieties, and in some cases clearly illegal action. (E. g., .covert sup

port of political parties.)

In the case of a large underdeveloped country, for example, money

was put into a p rty's funds without the knowledge of that party. The re~

latively few eco~omic operations that have been undertaken have.been both

benign and legal~ One of these involved the provision by CIA of interim

ostensibly private financing of an overt project pending an overt and df~

ficial loan by AID. Its purpose was to give AID time for some hard bar

gaining without causing a complete failure of the transaction. The stereo

type, of course, is that all covert operations are illegal and hostile,···.

but this is not really the case.

The role of covert intervention can best be understood by contrast·

with the overt activities of the United States government. Diplomacy

seeks results by bargaining on a government-to-government basis, sometim~s

openly -- someti es privately. Foreign economic policy and cultural pro-'

grams seek to modify benignly the economies of other countries and the

climate 'of opini n within them. Covert intervention is usually designed'

to'operate on th internal power balance, often with fairly short-term '

objectives in vi w. An effort to build up the economy of an underdeveloped
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country must be subtle, long continued, probably quite costly, and must

openly enlist the cooperation of major groups within the country if it is

to have much influence. On the other hand an effort to we ken the local

Communist party or to win an election, and to achieve results within at

most two or three years, must obviously be covert, it must pragmatically

use the people and the instrumentalities that are availabl and the

methods that seem likely to work. It is not surprising th t the practi

tioners within the United States government of these two types of inter

vention differ temperamentally and in their preferences for methods,

friends, and ideologies.

The essence of such intervention in the internal power balance is the

identification of allies who can be rendered more effectiv , more powerful,

and perhaps wiser through covert assistance. Typically th se local allies

know the source of the assistance but neither they nor the United States

could afford to admit to its existence. Agents for fairly minor and low

sensitivity interventions, for instance some covert propaganda and cer

tain economic activities, can be recruited simply with mon y. But for

the larger and more sensitive i~terventions, the allies mu t have their

own motivation. On the whole the Agency has been remarkably successful in

finding individuals and instrumentalities with which and through which it

could work in this fashion. Implied in the requirement for a pre-existing

motivation is the cor~llary that an attempt to induce the local ally to

follow a course he does not believe in will at least reduc his effective

ness and may destroy the whole operation. It is notably true of the sub

sidies to student, labor, and cultural groups that have recently been pub

licized that the Agency's objective was never to control their activities,

only occasionally to point them in a particular direction, but primarily

to enlarge them and render them more effective.

Turning to relations with other agencies, Mr. Bissell was impressed

by the degree of improvement in relations with the State Department. Seen

from the Washington end, there has been an increase in consultation at the

country-desk level, more often at the Bureau level or the Assistant Secre

tary of State level as the operation shapes up. The main problem some

five to six years ago was not one of responsibility or autpority but of
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cover arrangements.

Mr. Bissell provided a brief critique of covert operations, along the

following lines:

That aspect of the Agency's operations most in need of change is the

Agency's use and abuse of "cover." In this regard, the "background paper"

for this session raised many cover-oriented questions.

On disclosure of private institutional support of late, it is very

clear that we should have had greater compartmenting of operations.

If the Agency is to be effective, it will have to make use of pri

vate institutions on an expanding scale, though those relations which have

"blown" cannot be resurrected.

We need to operate under deeper cover, with increased attention to

the use of "cut-outs.,,12 CIA's interface with the rest of the world needs

to be better protected.

If various groups hadn't been aware of the source of their funding,

the damage subsequent to disclosure might have been far less than oc

curred.

The CIA interface with various private groups, including business and

student groups, must be remedied.

The problem of Agency operations overseas is frequently a problem for

the State Department. It tends to be true that local allies find them

selves dealing always with an American and an official American -- since

the cover is almost invariably as a U.S. government employee. There are

powerful reasons for this practice, and it will always be desirable to

have ~ome CIA personnel housed in the Embassy compound, if only for local

"command post" and communications requirements.

Nonetheless, it is possible and desirable, although difficult and

time-consuming, to build overseas an apparatus of unofficial cover. This

would require the use or creation of private organizations, many of the

personnel of which would be non-U.S. nationals, with freer entry into the

local society and less implication for the official U.S. posture.

The United States should make increasing use of non-nationals, who,

with effort at indoctrination and tr.7ining, should be encouraged to deve

lop a second 10 alty, more or less comparable to that of the American
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staff. As we shift our attention to Latin America, Asia, and Africa, the

conduct of u.s. nationals is likely to be increasingly ci cumscribed. The

primary change recommended would be to build up a system of unofficial

cover; to see how far we can go with non-U.S. nationals, especially in the

field. The CIA might be able to make increasing use of non-nationals as

"career agents" that is with a status midway between that of the classical

agent used in a single compartmented operation perhaps for a limited period

of time and that of a staff member i?volved through his career in many

operations and well informed of the Agency's capabilities. Such career

agents should be encouraged with an effort at indoctrination and training

and with a prospect of long-term employment to develop a second loyalty

and they could of course never be employed in ways that would conflict

with their primary loyalties toward their own countries. This still

leaves open, however, a wide range of potential uses. The desirability

of more effective use of foreign nationals increases as we shift our at

tention to Latin America, Asia, and Africa where the conduct of United

States nationals is easily subject to scrutiny and is likely to be in

creasingly circumscribed.

These suggestions about unofficial cover and career agents illustrate

and emphasize the need for continuing efforts to develop covert action

capabilities even where there is no immediate need to employ them. The

central task is that of identifying potential indigenous allies -- both

individuals and organizations -- making contact with them, and establishing

the fact of a community of interest.

There is some room for improvement, Mr. Bissell thought, in the

planning of covert action country by country. Covert intervention is

probably most effective in situations where a comprehensive effort is

undertaken with a number of separate operations designed to support and

complement one another and to have a cumulatively significant effect.

The Agency probably finds itself involved in too many small covert action

operations having no particular relationship with one another and having

little cumulative impact.

There is no doubt that some covertly funded programs could be under

taken overtly~ Mr. Bissell thought. Often activities have been initiated
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through CIA channels because they could be started more quickly and in

formally but do not inherently need to be secret. An example might be

certain exchang of persons programs designed to identify potential poli

tical leaders and give them some exposure to the United States. It should

be noted, howev r, that many such innocent programs are more effective if

carried out by private auspices than if supported officially by the United

States government. They do not need to be covert but if legitimate private

entities such as the foundations do not initiate them, there may be no way

to get them don except by covert support to "front" organizations.

Many propa anda operations are of declining effectiveness. Some can

be continued at slight cost, but some of the larger ones (radio, etc.) are

pretty well "bl wn" and not inexpensive. USIA doesn't like them, and al

though they did have ·a real justification some ten to fifteen years ago as

the voice of refugees and emigr6s, groups which also have declined in

value, and in the view of some professionals are likely to continue de
clining in valu .

In his last two years in the Agency, Mr. Bissell felt that the

Clandestine Services could have been smaller. Indeed, steps were taken to

reduce their size. It is impossible to separate the issue of size from

personnel and cover problems. It was Mr. Bissell's impression that the

Clandestine Services were becoming increasingly a career service, too much

like the Foreign Service (personnel looking to a succession of overt posts

in a safe career). One result was the circumscription of local contacts.

There was a subtle change taking place, which threatened to degrade some

of CIA's former capabilities. Formally, the CIA had a staff with a wide

diversity of backgrounds, experiences, and capabilities. Its members

were recruited rom every sort of public and private occupation. If

this diversity and variety is lost through the process of recruiting staff

members from college, training them in a fairly standard pattern, and

carrying them through orderly planned careers in the Agency, one of the

organization's most valuable attributes will disappear.

Finally, Mr. Bissell remarked on large operations. It is self-evident

that if an operation is too large, it can't remain a deeply kept secret.

At best, one can then hope for a successful formal disclaimer. The worst
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of many faults of the Bay of Pigs operaton was excessive reliance on the

operations's disclaimability.

It has been a wise decision that operations of that scale not be

undertaken by th Agency, except in theaters such as Vietnam, where the

stakes and standards are different.

Covert action operations are generally aimed at short-term goals and

the justification for the control machinery is that bias of operators to

the short run ca~ be compensated for in the review process. Mr. Bissell

can conceive of no other way to force greater attention to long-range

costs and values. One alternative is that caution will lead to ineffec

tuality. "Operational types" will be risk-takers; the counterweight is,

and should be, a plied by the other agencies in government.

* * * * * * * * * *

In the discussion following Mr. Bissell's talk, the issue of CIA

cover was cited's among the more interesting from the perspective of a

former State Dep rtment appointee. The size of covert operations known

to other governm nts was a ·continuing embarrassment, and the overseas

staff maintained for these purposes and known to host governments was a

similar source.o embarrassment. From time to time, efforts were made to

reduce overseas ·taff; although agreement in principle was readily forth

coming, the partlculars of staff reduction were difficult to obtain.

A former me ber of the Special Group13 (who served eighteen months on

that committee) greed with Mr. Bissell's earlier remarks on control

mechanisms, insofar as they applied to review of new projects. These re

ceived most care ul scrutiny. Insofar as the Special Group considered on

going projects during this eighteen-month period, it was recalled that

there was not any systematic, thorough procedure for such review, the

committee findin itself busy with all the new proposals. If it were true

that most operations were most useful for short-term goals, then perhaps

there should be reater attention to review of ongoing projects, and ter

mination of more projects earlier than in past practice.
A continuin problem which worries one former Qfficial was that con-
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cerning the "charter" of CIA, the public expression of which, in the

National Security Act of 1947, was necessarily vague. CIA's full

"charter" has been frequently revised, but it has been, an must remain

secret. The absence of a public charter leads people to s arch for the

charter and to question the Agency's authority to undertak various acti

vities. The problem of a secret "charter" remains as a curse, but the

need for secrecy would appear to preclude a solution.

Another former official remarked on the inadequacy of clandestine in

telligence as a means of obtaining enemy intentions. Sherman Kent

(former Chairman, Board of National Estimates) distinguishes "the knowable"

from "the unknowable," and we should recognize that much r mains impossible

to know, including, frequently, enemy intentions.

Respecting the reduction of overseas personnel and pr grams of dec

lining utility, it was noted that the curtailment of over- ge and unpro

ductive personnel was a thorny issue. Recognizing the likelihood of ap

peal to the President and the absence of widespread participation in a man

power review, a former budget official arranged the participation of the

Bureau of the Budget, CIA, FIABI4 , and relevant Under Secretaries in con

siderations of budgetary modifications. What emerged was an inertia,

partly the inertia of the cold war. Parenthetically, a couple of much

criticized public media projects (cited by name) had proven of value, as

the fall of Novotny in Czechoslovakia suggested l5 , but a number of inef

fective programs were retained. The problem was to free the budget, to

do something new, in the place of old programs, not to reduce the budget,

but unfortunately, the chiefs in CIA w~nted to control th ir working capi

tal. If it were only possible to tell these officials not to worry, that

we were setting aside $xxx million for CIA, and merely se king to en

courage better use of the same dollar amounts, then it would have been

possible to move around some money. The big "iffy" questi n was a parti

cular (named) foundation"which received a sizable allocation. Finally,

everything was cleared up, and the next big review was scheduled, but

never really effected as a consequence of the Cuban missile crisis. The

review was geared up.in 1963 once again.

Another observer, drawing upon work with the "combin crypto1ogic

budget" and private industry, concluded that it was usually impossible to
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cut a budget; usually it was only possible to substitute a new project

for an old one.

The Chairman suggested a number of questions: What are the effects

of covert operations being blown? What can be done to improve the image

of the Agency? What can be done to improve relations between the Agency

and the press?

It was thou ht that a journalist's perspective might aid in dis

cussing these qu stions, but a number of prior issues were thought to re

quire attention: .

(1) The ma~ter of size required attention. In any government agency

size can become a problem; increasingly there is a realization that the

government is too big and "an ever-swelling tumor." At some point there

will have to be a fairly sharp cutback in the u.s. foreign policy estab

lishment.

(2) One was not overly impressed by the use of CIA in the developing

world; in any case, we could have increased confidence in the range of

choice in most d veloping areas. Conversely, it might .not be as easy as

Mr. Bissell suggested to know the power structure in more developed states,

in Western Europ and Japan.

[A query was ~nterjected: Why should we have increasing confidence

in the range of choice in developing areas?

Perhaps there are less variations than we earlier thought. "Things

are evening out nd we can live more comfortably."]

(3) Where 40 you bury the body? One is not completely convinced by

citation of the xperience with Frank Wisner's OPC. We could get around

the responsibility issue raised by "Beedle" Smith; we could get around

conflicting chains of command.

(4) Relateq to (3). Maybe there is a cost to be paid for having

covert operation under CIA. Perhaps we could have intelligence collec

tion under State and covert operations under the Special Assistant to

the President for National Security Affairs.

In response to items (3) and (4) some earlier remarks were clarified:

one would not cl im that the operational side of "CIA need be where it is.

Rather, one woul inveigh against the splitting of covert intelligence

collection and covert operations. One could, however, split the opera-
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tional side from the analytic side. This is a plausible case, a solution

for which could be worked out (though, on balance, the spe ker was against

it). But to split the operational side -- as the German c se, the British

case for a time, and our own for a time suggested -- would be disastrous.

Remarking on labor activities, one participant stated that before

May 1967 it was cornman knowledge that there had been some CIA support for

Iabor programs, but first Ramparts and then Torn Braden spelled out this

support in public. Those in international labor affairs were dismayed,

and certain newspapermen compounded their difficulties by confusing AID

with CIA, and claiming that the AFL-CIO's Free Labor Devel pment program

was tainted.

Since these disclosures, the turn of events has been unexpected.

First, there hasn't been any real trouble with internation 1 labor programs.

Indeed, there has been an increase in demand for u.S. labor programs and

the strain on our capacity has been embarrassing. FormerlYJ these foreign

labor unions knew we were short of funds, but now they all assume we have

secret CIA money, and they ask for more help.

Worse yet, Vic Reuther16 , who had been alleging that thers were re

ceiving CIA money, and whose brother's receipt of $50,000 from CIA in old

bills was subsequently disclosed by Torn Braden, still goes on with his

charges that the AFL-CIO has taken CIA money. Here again, no one seems to

listen. "The net result has been as close' to zero as possible. We've

come to accept CIA~ like sin." So, for example, British Guiana's labor

unions were supported through CIA conduits, but now they a k for more as

sistance than before. So, our expecta!ions to the contrary, there has

been almost no damage.

A former State Department official offered some remarks on intelli

gence operations as seen from the field. He concurred in Mr. 'Bissell's

remarks on "cover." The initial agreement between the Agency and State

was intended to be "temporary", but "nothing endures like the ephemeral."

How are Agency officials under "official cover" speci lly equipped

to handle covert operations? If the Agency station chief has a "special

relationship" with the chief of state, one would submit that it was because

the Ambassador wasn t t worth a damn. Moreover, such a "spe ial relation-
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ship" created th risk that the chief of state, seeing two channels to

Washington, coul play one off against another. Some foreign statesmen

are convinced th t an "invisible government" really exists, and this im

pression shouldn~t be allowed.

Also, preju ·ce in favor of covertly obtained intelligence is a

troublesome thin .

One way to vercome the misconceptions is to make CIA a truly secret

service, and not merely an agency duplicating the Foreign Service. With

money shortages CIA has often filled a vacuum, but this does not make it

right.

Another questioned the discussion leader's proposal for greater uti

lization of non-U.S. nationals. How could you get non-nationals to do the

job and to devel loyalty to the United States?

One was not sure that it was doable, but it was worth trying. It

would be more prone to work if you used a national of country B to work in

country C, if wh t you are asking is neither (1) against the interests of

country B, nor (2) nefarious. You do need some cover, and the natural

vehicle is an or nization with non-American nationals.

Another observer was struck by the lack of interest in the "blowing"

of covertly spons red radio activities. Why has there been so little in-

·terest in these aetivities, in contrast to the immense concern over the

CIA-NSA relationship? One might conclude that the public is not likely to

be concerned by the penetration of overseas institutions, at least not

nearly so much aSlby penetration of U.S. institutions. "The public

doesn't think it's right; they don't know where it ends; .they take a look

at their neighbor " Does this suggested expansion in use of private in

stitutions inclu those in the United States, or U.S. institutions oper

ating overseas?

In response, attention was drawn to the clear jurisdictional boun

daries between CI and the FBI, CIA being proscribed from "internal secu

rity functions." CIA was adverse to surveillance of U.S. citizens over

seas (even when s ecifically requested), and adverse to operating against

in the United St tes, excepting against foreigners here as transients.

One might want CI to expand its use of U.S. private corporations, but
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for objectives outside the United States. It was recalled that the

Agency funding of the National Student Association was, in every case,

for activities outside the United States or for activities with overseas

objectives.

Why, we might ask, should the U.S. government 'use non overnmental

institutions more, and why should it deal with them in the United States?

If dealings are overseas, then it is necessary to maintain an overseas

bureaucracy to deal with the locals. It is also necessary to engage in

communications in. a possibly hostile environment. If one eals through

U.S. corporations with overseas actitities, one can keep m st of the

bureaucratic staff at home and can deal through the corpor te headquarters,

perhaps using corporate channels for overseas communications (including

classified communications). In this opinion, the policy distinction

should involve the use to which the private institution is put, not

whether or not to use private institutions.

In another view it was desirable for this discussion roup to exa

mine different types of institutions. For example, should CIA use edu

cational institutions? Should CIA have influenced the selection of NSA

officers?

One was not aware that CIA had influenced the election of NSA officers;

if it had, it shouldn't have done so, in one's opinion.

Mightn't it be possible to deal with individuals rather than organi

zations?

Yes, in many cases this would be preferable. It depended upon skill

in the use of our operating capabilities.

As an example of the political use of secretly acquired intelligence,

a former official noted the clandestine acquisition of Khrushchev's

"secret speech" in February 1956. The speech was too Ion for even

Khrushchev to memorize, and over one hundred people had hard it. We

targeted it, and by secret means acquired a copy. The State Department

released the text and The New York Times printed in in full. The reper

cussions were felt around the world, and particularly within the Communist

bloc. The Soviets felt unable to deny the ~uthenticity of the text we

released, and the effects upon many of the satellite stat s was profound.
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It was the beginning of the split in the Communist movement. If you get

a precise target, and go after it, you can change history.

Another obs rver was troubled by the earlier-expressed point about

increased use of private institutions. Most demoralizing in the academic

community was th sense of uncertainty about institutions with which in

dividuals were associated. There is a profound problem in penetrating

institutions within the country when there is a generalized loss of faith,

a fear that nothing is what it seems.

It was note that the next session, on February 15, 1968, would con

centrate upon reI tions with private institutions.

To one observer, part of this solution would be found in the political

process, involving extragovernmental contacts in the sphere of political

action.

In response to a query, the relative utilities of types of intelli-

gence data were ~ viewed. Most valuable was reconnaissance, then com

munications-electronic intelligence, then classical espionage.

We have forg' tten, it was noted, the number one over-all source,

namely, overt dati .

The meeting was adjourned at 9:15 p.m., and participants were re-

minded of the next meeting on February 15.

William R. Harris
Rapporteur
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Footnotes to "Intelligence and Foreign Policy"

1. 'Blown Operation' - an operation is said to be
'blown' when it fails or loses its cover - its secrecy.

2. The Land Committee of the Killian panel - Edwin
Land is the President of the Polaroid Corporation.
President Kennedy appointed him to serve as one of
five members of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board under the chairmanship of James Killian, the
honorary Chairman of M.LT. and a director at
Polaroid. While a member of the Board, Land is
credited with helping to develop cameras for use in
U-2 spy planes. Land has been in the public spotlight
recently when a Black workers movement at
Polaroid demanded that he withdraw his company
from South Africa. He didn't.

3. USIB - this refers to the United States Intelligence
Board. It was set up by a secret order from President
Eisenhower in 1956. Its purpose is to coordinate
intelligence exchanges, decide collection priorities,
and help prepare what are known as national in
telligence estimates. Richard Helms is presently e
Chairman of the Board which has one representative
from each intelligence agency. Together these
agencies are called the 'intelligence community.'

13. The Special Group - This is a committee within
the National Security Council structure which plans
policy in crises and reviews proposals for covert
action.

14. FlAB - The Forei n Intelligence Advisory Board
is a civilian review bo rd appointed by the President
and usually composed of corporate representatives.
Such men as Dr. James Killian of IBM, GM, and
MIT; Edward Land Polaroid; and Clark Clifford
have served on it.

15. Unfortunately this veiled reference doesn't tell us
much about the CIA's role in the fall of Novotony nor
exactly what 'public media projects' are. Perhaps
someone in the CIA will write in to clarify this
matter.

16. Until his recent r tirement, Vic Reuther headed
up the International Affairs office of the United Auto
Workers in Washingt n. He's the brother of the late
Walter Reuther.

4. O.P.C. - this was the Office of Plans Coordination
within the CIA which conducted secret operations
which were small enough to be plausibly deniable.
This office was merged into the Plans Division of the
CIA in 1951.

5. ~rank Wisner - A WWII intelligence officer,
brought to the' OPC from the State Department. He
quit the CIA in 1962 and shot himself three years
later.

6. 'Beedle' Smith - This is the nickname of General
Walter Bedell Smith, the second director of the CIA.

7. N.S.A. - This refers to the National Security
Agency which conducts electronic surveillance.

8. S&T intelligence collection - This is thought to
stand for scientific and technological intelligence
collection.

9. Kim Philby was a high ranking member of British
intelligence who was a counterspy for the Soviet
Union. Philby was consulted for'assistance when the
CIA was formed.

10. Burgess and McClean - These men were part of
the Philby spy ring within the British intelligence
service. Several books have been written about their
work which constituted counter-intelligence vic-.
tories for the service.

11~ T~e Berlin Tunnel was a CIA project directed by
Richard Helms himself in 1955. It involved a 24 foot
deep tunnel running from West to East Berlin. Its
purpose was to tap the main Soviet telephone trunk'
lines connecting Moscow and the East German
Government. The operation was "blown". '

12. "Cut-Outs" - this expression is used for projects
backed by the CIA which cannot be traced back to
the CIA.
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War II he worked on intelligence reconnaisance and
radar countermeasures. Following the war, he
worked with the Airborne Instruments Lab. In 1961
he was appointed a vice president at I.B.M.

BISSELL, Richard M.
An economist and a member f the Council on
Foriegn Relations. Bissell work d in the CIA from
1954 to 1962, as a Special Assista t to the Director,
and then as Deputy Director of Plans. He has, as
well, been a professor of econ mics at MIT, staff
member of the Ford Foundation and President of the
Institute for Defense Analysis. H is on the board of
the Social Science Research Council, and a director
of U.S. Steel and Fortune Mag ine.
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The CIA In

"Intelligence and Forei n Policy" makes
clear that the CIA's visi n is imperial in
scope. But the agency w rks out the US
government's global strategy country by
individual country, contin nt by continent.
The following study places the CIA's covert
operations in a specific c ntext: Africa in
the 1960's.

The document emphasized that there has
never been any real distinction between the
CIA's intelligence (i. e., information
gathering) and its action functions. In
target countries - virtually the entire Third
World- the CIA staff is integrated into a
coordinated "multi-agency country team,"
often in leadership positions. Its operatives
often direct the overall thrust of US
penetration into the target country, seeking
to fashion a strategy of "cumulative im
pact." The idea is simple: create or rein
force pro-Western institutions which in
dividually might not suffice but which
cumulatively direct the country's economic
and political direction. T wards this end,
CIA-funded scholars such those at M.I.T.

Africa

have worked to rationalize foreign aid as a
policy weapon. A network of organizations
- teachers, students, cultural, trade union,
etc. - were founded or covertly subsidized
through various conduits. Many of these
sought to co-opt important African leaders
and acted as channels of US influence.

•jJ/,

This article by Dan Schechter, Michael
Ansara and David Kolodney was originally I

titled: "The CIA As An Equal Opportunity
Employer." It first appeared in Ramparts
and was later reprinted in the Black Pan
ther newspaper and elsewhere. It spotlights
the way the CIA has promoted black
cultural nationalism to reinforce neo
colonialism in Africa. Activists in the black
colony within the US can easily see its
relevance to their own situation, as in many
cases the same techniques and occasionally
the same individuals are used to control the
political implications of Afro-American
culture. In sum, the article reveals how
reactionary nationalism can serve im
perialism when revolutionary nationalism
represents a, threat to the US empire.

-ARG

ERRATA: Writing about th CIA is always hazardous; records are unavailable and the CIA deliberately leaks what it
calls "disinformation" to cov r its tracks and confuse its enemies. The CIA's own attempts at political camouflage are

: aided inadvertently by many rincipled .liberals and even radicals. The liberals are so preoccupied with the odiousness of
the CIA's secrecy that they ften entirely miss the "Agency's" political purposes. Radicals have o~ten resorted to
unanalytical muckraking or r 'etorical CIA-baiting which obscures the real game and, occasionally, assists the CIA in its
characteristic strategy of heightening inter-group tensions within radical movements.

Our own factual check of the Ramparts article has unearthed some minor errors in details which in no way discredit its
argument:

1. The height, birth date nd facial appearance of James Harris are misrepresented.
2. Harris worked for the N..A. and W.D.S. before they received CIA subsidies; he stayed on as consultants to both,

however, while they were h vily CIA-backed.
3. The CIA's Foundation for Youth and Student Affairs was not headed by Amory Houghton, President of Corning Glass,

but ~ tber , Arthur Director of Corning Glass.
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D. BL CK CIA AGENT

problems affecting internati nal relations. The council
formally with AMSAC in 1 7, and acted as the major financial
conduit to the new group, which was not officially incorporat
until February 1960. The CIA conduits reportin contributions
to AMSAC over the year included the Pappas Charit ble
Trust ($65,000), and these .~ undations: Marshall (525,000);
Benjamin Rosenthal ($26, ); J. Frederick rown ($103,000);
Colt ($47,000); C. H. Dod e ( 28,000); Rabb ( 40,(00), and
Ronthelym ($20,000). AMSAC's statement of purp e-
clared an intention "to stu y the effi cts of Afric n cult e on
American life; to examine the cultural contri utio of
African peoples to their societies; to appraise the·conditio
affecting the development f ethnic national and univ rsal
culture; to cooperate with international or nization with a
view to ... exchange of information on African culture....u

"I joined AMSAC bec use I thought it would be r lly
pursuing the ideas advo t d by the Societe Africain de
Culture," Harold Cruse, uthor of The Crisis of the Negro
Intellectual, told us, "but I was quickly tum d off w ey
began to move in another litical directio . It w com
of a combination of careerists, slick articulate 0 . at
little· conviction, and lea rs of t e i t ationi t 0 i -
tellectual establishment. They were li ral wit out a
whose legitimacy came entir Iy fr m t ir i tion with
established oups like AMSAC. I even 0 t y e
capable of thinkin this k· of 0 r tion up th Iv.tt

It will never be clear to wh t extent the "AMS C Afro ,tt

Cruse calls them, did think up the or anization for I;
but even if they did, they rtainly dido't y ~ r it..1bat
was taken care of by the lA, which r lized th t AMSAC's
brand of non-radical cultural nation Ii could U1
abroad and perhaps eventu lly at ho . T or nization's
1962 conference report lared, " American N 0

not hold important post in the eat corporations doing
business in Africa. Nor c n it be said that they k t e
or have been ·ven the portunity of 0 y in
Africa. Mainly they brin rvic and love to co x of
Afro-American relations. tt ·This they in di , but ofi
without knowing what an whose end they re rvin.

AMSAC's cultural and ucational pro -the fr
on the political cake the CIA was rvin up to emerglq
Africa-involved' some of America's mo t pro ·
artists: Odetta, Randy W t n, Nina Simo , Lio
and Lan ton Hughes. The or anization Iso
to Africa by American N 0 scholar , writ' r ,
intellectuals. AMSAC's r pr ntativ i cl
Saunders Redding, the n whom Harold Cruse ri
as the chief of intellectual s okesmen for the Am rican Ne 0

establishment; artists Jac b Lawrence and Elto Fax,
former NAACP counsel obert Cart r. M like th pro-
vided the cultural camou I e which not only disgui the
political nature of AMSAC's work, but d pe its im ct on
Africans as well. ut the eers of oth r , far 1 cele t ,
tell more about the real MSAC enterprise.

O
NE OF THE MOST

use of its Afr
or . tion'
early days thr

I. THE CIA AS IMPRE ARlO

I
T WAS THE SPRING OF 1963, and at first glance it looked

like a revolutionary round table in Havana. The list
of participants in the conference read like a Who's
Who of the Southern African independence movement:

Oliver Tambo, acting president of the African National Con
gress of South Africa; Eduardo Mondlane (recently assassi
nated), leader of the Mozambique Liberation Front; Jarire
tundu Kozonguisi, president ofthe Southwest African National
Union; leaders from virtually every other political faction of
these countries as well as Zimbabwe, Angola, and Zambia.
They were all wanted men at home, engaged in directing
armed struggles against hated colonial regimes. But the meet..
ing hadn't been convened by Fidel Castro. In fact, it took place
at Howard University in Washington, D.C.

The architects of a Southern Africa liberation movement had
a eed to come to Washington because the coqvening organi
zation was a black group meeting at the nation's leading black
university. The American Society for African Culture
(AMSAC), composed of important black American scholars,
writers, artists and professionals, was the most prestigious
and articulate of all black groups interested in advancing
African- culture and building bonds between U.S. blacks and
their African brothers. This conference was AMSAC's fourth
international meeting in as many years. It looked like the
be "nnin s of a black revolutionary's dream-come-true, the
linking up of African and Afro-American fr om struggles.
But what most participants didn't know was that the whole
affair had been sponsored by the CIA.

The Howard University meeting provided· an ideal oppor
tunity for the CIA to look over the top African revolutionaries
while providing an illusion of U.S. concern for their cause.
AMSAC itself had begun as a way of keeping an eye on the
~ urgent African independence movement. It was organized
in the aftermath of the first International Conference of Ne 0

Writers and Artists, held in Paris in late 1955. This conference
had been convened by a group of African exiies and European
intellectuals or nized into the Societe Africaine de Culture
(SAC), which published the journal Presence Africaine, fea
twin men like Camus, Sartre, Uopold Sedar Senghor and
Aime cesaire. But ·ving impetus to an or nization like
AMSAC was by no means on SAC's a end .

SAC h d asked the late Richard Wright, the black American
writer self-exil in Paris, to invite some American Ne to
the intern tiona! therin. Wright did so, although many
whom he invited were unable to afford the trip. Those who did
·show up were ·mong the most influential of America's-black
bour isie, and many later became influential in AMSAC.
H ded by Dr. Horace Mann Bond, a leading black educator
and fath of Geor . legislator Julian Bond, the American del-

tiOD included Mercer Cook, who lat r received ·the am
bUU(1LO:nhip to Ni r durin the Johnson Administration;
John A. vis, later to become h d of AMSAC; J mes
Ivy, editor of the NAACP rna zine, Crisis, d e tually
AMSAC urer; Thur ood Marshall, nd Duke Ellinaton.
These were AMSAC' fouodin fath

At the outset of its ' , AMSAC its New York
with· the Council OD Race d Caste in World Affain, a

y pa orpnizati fo me fi tier y the
aA, apeci.JizjDI in.w tion about and analysis of racial
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black CIA agent named James T. ("Ted") Harris.
rn in Philadelphia in 1924, Harris won a DAR medal

for good scholarship at La SaIl College. After service during
the war, he retwned to La Sall where he built a reputation

a concerned and outspoken li ral. Visible, articulate black
c lIe . ns were a rarity in those days, and Harris' reputation
grew nationally when he became jnvolved in student politics. In
1948, when the newly formed National Student Association
lected him president, he quickl won admission to the inner

circle, the CIA's "old boy netw rk" which came to dominate
NSA activities for almost 20 y rs.

Early in the '50s, Harris mov to Geneva, where he served
as assistant secretary-general ~ r the CIA-supported World
University Service. From that p 8t he returned to the u.S. for
more training. After receiving a ntaster's degree at Princeton's
Public Affairs Institute, where ¥ studied on aCIA Whitney
scholarship, he was off to Cai 0 for field experience, this
time on a Ford Foundation esearch Fellowship. He re
turned to the NSA after his stint in Egypt, to run the im
portant CIA-funded Foreign Student Leadership Program to
"assist active student leaders in: the Third World." Through
this job, Harris came to· know: nd befriend many African
students in the u.s. His next signment follow.ed naturally.
He m ved on to AMSAC.

Harris was active in AMSA through 1961. In that year,
while the U.S. was desperately rying to stabilize a friendly
national government in the Con 0, Harris went back to the
Ford Foundation, which made him secretary-general of a
Ford-funded National School for Law and Administration in
Leopoldville (now Kinshasa). arris spent two years there,

ping an educational program hich, as he was later to tell
AMSAC's Howard University c nference on Southern Africa,
provided a way to instruct the .ngolese in Western adminis
trative techniques. Congolese sources strongly suspected that
the school also served as a conduit for CIA money which was
pumped into the pockets of selec d Congolese politicians. As
soon as a dependable Congole was groomed to take over
the school, Harris returned to New York to help 'the ~ord
Foundation shape its overseas development programs for
Africa and the Middle East. In 1964, he left Ford' to direct
education and training for the Corning Glass Works in New
York, working under Amory H ughton, the man who had

the Foundation for Yi uth and Student Affairs
(PYSA), the CIA's principal a ncy for funding its interna
tional tude' t programs. In 1966, while remaining a consultant
to Hou ton, Harris moved o' to join yet another cIA

tion, e African-American 'Institute.- At the AAI, he
directed, field programs, trave ., frequently to Africa.

BY J' lJ8I'Y 1969, when Harris left AAI and international
. work, he had compiled an impr ive record. He had traveled
to all of Western Europe and to Middle East, to India, Pak·
i tan~d 23 countri in northern eastern, western and central
Africa (as well as 49 states of eU.S.), often on speaking
tours. His languages included abic, French, Italian and
Spanish. He was a member of the powerful and prestigious
Council on Foreign Relations an the NAACP, and a director
of an offshoot of CORE, the . holarship, Education and
'Dd' Fund'for Racial Equalitt.,

The CIA cked AMSAC and supported people like Harris
its strat · ts had a sophisticated understanding of

a certain brand. of African cultural tionalism could be
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dangerous to America's internationai objectives. l~hey realized
that cultural radicalism often stimulated political radicalism
and that cultural issues., especially in the e'nerging Afr.can
states, were often latent with explosive poliucal implications.
Maintaining an effective political presence in resurgen l Africa
thus required an active cultural dimension, and the CIA t k
an early interest in attempting to control the emerging cultural
political elites and, as much as possible, making sure that
their concerns stayed at arm's length from revolution. The
Agency saw culturalnationalism nd new notions of "ne i
tudett as alternatives to the type of revolutionary culture called
for by such radicals as Frantz Fanon, who once said, '~It is
around the people's struggles that African Negro culture takes
on substance and not around songs, poems, and folklore."

The architects of the CIA's covertly-backed cultural pro
gram selectively encouraged those black writers most friendly
to the West. Through its program of enlightened patronage,
these writers found a ready outlet for their work in a whole
series of cultural magazines in and about Africa, fund d by
CIA-backed foundations: Africa Report (African-American
Institute); Transition' and The New African (Con ess of
Cultural Freedom); Classic (Farfield Foundation); and others.
And 'finally, AMSAC had its own magazine, African Forum.
The writers favored by th e public tions were not agents, but
simply men whose politics were acceptable to the American cul
ture brokers. And what Fanon later called "a charmed circle of
mutual admiration at the summit" quickly emerged. Patronage
and promotion won international recognition for the CIA's
cultural elite while providing a cultural framework important
to the directed development of African consciousness~

"The CIA did not become the leading international impre
sario of black culture for the aesthetic pleasure of the ex
perience. The great question during the heyday of AMSAC
and similar organizations was what formal African inde
penden~ would actually mean once it became a reality. And.
at some point, the CIA decided that the development of
a safe cultural nationalism was critically important to U.S.
interests in Africa. It was essential not only as a way ofkeeping
cultural energies in line, but primarily (though the two are
intertwined) to channel the explosive force of nationalism
itself in directions suitable to the U.S. The tide of decoloniza
tion rolling over the continent could open the way for a new
American Empire to break the old imperial monopoly of the
European order that had controlled MrifR. Or it could produce
the kind of radical nationalism which would guard the new
Open Door with inhospitable vigilance, and might even make
accoriunodations with the communist powers. Thus the CIA
made every effort to promote a kind of cultural nationalism in
Africa which would be satisfied with the removal of the most
'obvio\ls forms of foreign domination; one in which concern,
for cultural integrity did not ~inforce, but rather replaced,
demands for basic economic and political autonomy~" '

This 'was the sco~ of the enterprise in which American
blacks became indispensa1?ly involved, through AMSAC . d
other vehicles. But to appreciate, the effect of this misa1liance
on African d~velopm t and to see what the lternative of'
cultural natiOnalism meant in its social and political context
1'1 Africa (and could mean in the United States, if the Nixon
Admini tr tio is su ful), 0' emust also vi~w the 0 ration
from the receivini end. A ·cularly vivid' pi of
ica's i 10·cal manipulation of Afri i ty in tral1Sltion



is seen in the role playe\£ ;JY lhe ~lA in shaping the' nationalist
movement in Kenya.

:in. THE CIA IN KENYA

T
HE NIGHTMARE Of PRIMAL BLACK SAVAGERY that per

. vades white fantasies about Africa has been evoked
most vividly by Kenya, scene of the bloodlust and
carnage of the Mau Mau. This myth of the Mau

Mau (as. the Kenya Peace and Land Army was known in the
West) is the inverse of the reality. Throughout the entire Mau
Mau "EmergencY,tt fewer than 100 whites were killed-in
cluding 57 counterinsurgency police; among Africans the toll
was greater than 11,000. Colonial security forces, like the Amer
ican "scalphunters,tt hunted men for bounty. Tens !Jf thou
sands of Africans were herded into British detention camps. In
one roundup, 35,000 were arrested in a single day.

The Mau Mau myth and similar racist inventions still hold
firm in the popular mind, but responsible agencies of the
U.S. government cannot afford to hamper their own effective
ness with such unsophisticated views. Thus, in the decade
preceding Kenyan independence and since that time, the
CIA has provided carefully selective support to elements of
the same independence movement which most Americans
could think of only with revulsion and horror.

The United States may seem in any case to be an unlikely
supporter of national liberation struggles in the Third World.
But the fdct is that U.S. policy has never stopped at sponsoring
black militancy, whether of the Mau Mau or of CORE,
when it served the right purpose. As Vice President, Nixon
reported to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee following
his 1957 African tour: "American interests iii the future are so
great as to justify us in not hesi~ating even to assist the de
parture of the coronial powers from Africa. If we can win
native opinion in this process the future of America in Africa
will be assured." The trouble with' old sty1.e colonialism in
Africa, Nixon perceived, was that it was so un-American.

The CIA's program in Kenya could be summed up as one
of selective liberation. The chief beneficiary was Tom Mboya,
who in 1953 became general secretary of the Kenya Federa
tion of Labor. During the "EmergencY,tt when all other
African political organizations were banned, the KFL was
the leading vehicle for the independence movement. It was
harassed, its offices were ransacked, and many of its leaders
were detained. But it survived and Mboya became a hero. Both
a credible nationalist and an economic conservative, Mbova
was ideal for the CIA's purposes-the main nationalist hero
and eventual chief of state, Jomo Kenyatta, not being consid
ered sufficiently safe. Mboya even propounded a brand of
African socialism which favored "free" (Le. anticommunist)
trade unions and encouraged foreign investment, foreign
banking, and foreign land ownership. African socialism, he
said, meant "those proven codes of conduct in the African
societies which have over the ages conferred dignity on our
people and afforded them security regardless of their station
in life. I refer to universal charity, which characterizes our
societies, and I refer to the African thought processes and
cosmological ideas, which regard. men not as a social means,
but as an end and entity in society."

Like America's black capitalism today, this prescription
hardly struck the strategists of white America as a threat.
Mboya's cultural socialism was seen as something which

...Quld inoculate agai.nst the ctual disease of revolution; it
clearly de~rved support. Mboya soon joined the CIA jet
set, traveling the world from Oxford to Calcutta on funds
from such conduits as th Africa Bureau and from the
International Confederation f Free Trade Unions. (lCfTU,
which played a key role in Kenya, is an aggregation of inter
national trade union secretariats set up in 1949 to counter an
upsurge of left-wing trade unionism outside the communist
bloc. Its extensive internati9nal operations in Africa and
elsewhere were funded and manipulated by the CIA through
various of its U.S.-based affiliated secretariats. Recently, how
ever, there has been a split with U.S. labor organizations.)

Mboya later became ICFTU representative in the region.
His articles were published by other CIA recipients, including
the International Union of ocialist Youth, the International
Student Conference, and the World Assembly of Youth.
Meanwhile the American press was touting him as a future
leader of East Africa. Even the Wall Street Journal's article on
Mboya was headed: "B~sin' smen Favorablv Impressed."

The ICFTU also supported Mboya and his African social
ism through his KFL, a model "free trade union"-aid .
which reached £1000 a month in outright grants during the
early '60s. In aouJdon, the CIA-supported Fund for Interna
tional Social and Economic Education contributed more than
$25,000 to the Federation' coffers. One of the directors of
this Fund, George Cabot L dge (Henry's son), explained the
importance of this aid in Spearheads of Democracy, a· book
which grew out of a Council on Foreign Relations study group
which brought labor experts together with Cord Meyer Jr.,
the chief of the CIA's covert funding program. Speaking
for the group, Lodge wr te: "The obscure trade unionist
of today may well be th president or prime minister of
tomorrow. In many countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America, trade unions are lmost the only organized force in
direct contact with the peo Ie and they are. frequently among
the most important influences on the people." Aid to Mboya,
he added, "has not only strengthened [ICFTU] but the whole
cause of freedom and democracy in Africa."

The British were uncomfl rtably aware of~hat their "special
ally" was doing in Kenya. In a British Cabinet Annexe marked
for "UK EYES ONLY," d ted December 21,1959, they com
plained: "The aim ~ems t be to take advantage of the diffi
cult situation in which the United Kingdom and other Euro
pean powers find themselv and to replace their influence and
interests by direct U.S. mac inery of the ICFTU and American
contacts that have been built up with American leaders for
this purpose." The document concluded that "Americans are
not interested in the creati n of genuine African trade unions
as we know them. Americ has no Labour Party. . . . As a
result, the American trad union leaders such as Meany,
Reuther, and Dubinsky c n afford directly and openly .to
execute governmental and particularly State Department and
CIA policy. U

The ICFfU often works through the mainly U.S.-based
international union secretariats. In Africa, where unionization
has been concentrated in overnment employment, the most
important secretariat-and accordingly the main CIA instru
ment-has been the Public Services International (which was
also instrumental in the ov rthrow of the Cheddi Jagan govern
ment in British Guiana). W. C. Lawrence, a PSI representative
in East Africa, laconically expressed the organization's role .
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in a February 15, 1962 letter to his su~rior, Paul Tofahrn: "It
seems to me that it is up to us t see that they [East African
unionists] know what is right."

In 1963; just after Mboya 1 ft his post with the Kenya
Federation of Labor, it looked s if the Federation might be
losing sight of "what is right." trikes threatened throughout

.the economy, and PSI feared s me kind of class polarization
of the society during the critical transitiQn to independence,
perhaps leading to the wrong kind of independence entirely.
PSI records reveal how it ste ped in. General Secretary
Tofahrn sent a "Dear Tom" letter to Mboya on January 29,
1963, reading in part: "Perha s the Government can do
nothing else but say 'no' to their claims, but then the question
arises .how to say 'no' in a manner so convincing that the
people concerned accept 'no' fo an answer." He added that
he was sending a special represerltative, T. Nynan, to Nairobi
"to seek to avoid a strike," an he concluded with the com
ment that "this letter is written ~n order to urge you to drop
hints in the appropriate quarter.r, .

Mboya's hints were right on ;target, and on February 13,
Nynan was able to report that the situation was in hand. "I
was very lucky," he wrote, "ge ting the support of Brother
Tom Mboya in my tries to avoi the strike."

I
IV. PEACE WIT

David Rockefelle (L);
of Chase Manhatta Bank; Tom Mboya
(R), Economic Min ster of Kenya.
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U
NDERWRITI G MBOYA AND HIS Labor Federation
was a natural strategy for the U.S. in Kenya during
the '50s 'and early '60s. It advanced responsible
nationalism; and it was painless, because the

employers faced with higher wage demandg. were British, not
American. By 1964, however, American investments, which

. would reach $100 million by 1967, were becomi g signi~ant,

and some of the Kenyan union demands began to lose their
charm. But even more important, 1964 also brought dangers of
"political instability" serious enough to make radio communi
cations with the Nairobi Emb~ssy eighth highest on the State
Department roster for the year. Zanzibar revolted and Tan
zania's Nyerere was nearly overthrown. Rebellion wa spread
ing through the Northeast Congo, and Kenya lay astride the
natural supply route. 'The CIA decided that a new approach
was in order.

Mboya had long been supported: as a force to the righ t
of Prime Minister Jomo Kenyatta, but an accommodation
with Kenyatta was now seen as necessary, particularly to insure
that he did not support the Congolese rebels, and more
generally to get him to close ranks against the agitating Kenyan
left. It was a strategy which has since become familiar enough:
utilize the credibility of the appropriate flexible militants to
crush the rest.

In June 1964, U.S. Ambassador to Kenya William Attwood
met with Kenyatta and agreed that Western labor groups
would stop subsidizing Mboya and the KFL; for balance,
Kenyatta assured him that Russian and Chinese aid to the
leftist leader, Vice President Odlnga, would also end. Simul
taneously, the CIA was making appropriate shifts in its
operations, throwing its Tesources into a new kind of vehicle
which would embrace the whole Kenyan political mainstream,
while isolating the left and setting it up for destruction by
Kenyatta. To this end the CIA shifted its emphasis to an 01

ganization by the name of "Peace With Freedom."

Incorporated in 1960 as International Features Service, a
press agency bringing the thoughts of Hubert Humphrey to
the people of the Third World, Peace With Freedom went
nonprofit and reorganized in 1962 under the direction of
Murray Baron, vice president of New York's Liberal Party.
To insure a credible operation, Baron brought in NAACP
head Roy Wilkins, who in turn convinced the United Auto
Workers' Walter Reuther to come aboard. The CIA, of course,
came up with the cash t~ help bring the combined forces of
Af!lerican civil rights and liberalism to Africa. PWF's income
for 1963 consisted of $27,826 from the International Develop
ment Foundation, a conduit, and $130,799.78 from the dummy
Price Fund. A mere $765.75 accrued from "other sources."
Funding in the following years was the same story, all CIA
sources-though the total had more than. doubled by 1966.

By 1965, the original press agency operation had grown by
leaps and bounds; it maintained 24 representatives around
the world and published in 22 languages. Among the most
popular writers, along with Humphrey, were Tom Mboya
and oy Wilkins. -

Mboya had not been forgotten in the shift to PWF. The
. new organization contributed $40,000 to the KFL for publica
tion of its weekly newspaper, Mfanyi Kasi (Worker Solidarity),
in English and Swahili. But this support now figured in a far
broader context than it had in the past. PWF created and
financed a whole string of East African organizations including



the East African Institute of Social and Cultural Affairs, the
East African Publishing House (now reorganized as Afro
Press), the Jomo Kenyatta Educational Institute, the Kenneth
Kuanda Foundation and the Milton Obote Foundation
in Uganda.

It was an entire prefabricated cultural and intellectual
infrastructure, reaching from the elite academic setting to the
mass media of radio and pamphleteering.· It aimed, in the
favored phrase, at "nation building," shaping a social infra
structure, an elite and an ideological base. In Kenya, Peace
With Freedom's operation was practically all-encompassing.
The principal exception was the Lumumba Institute, opened
on December 13, 1964 (Independence Day). Although Ken
yatta himself was the nominal patron, real control lay in the
hands of Vice President Odinga and the left, whose cadres
it trained.

In the following year, Kenyatta was encouraged to move
against Odinga, cementing the deal he had negotiated with
Attwood. The Constitution was revised to strip Odinga's vice
presidential office of its power; his post in Kenyatta's political
party was eliminated, his trade union base (competitive with
the KFL) reorganized out of existence. When he resigned
the vice presidency in protest, Odinga was successfully shut
out of effective campaigning in the subsequent election. And
the lunlumba Institute was dissolved by executive decree when
its students objected to the government's formulation of "Af
rican Socialism." While the left was being destroyed,
PWF's cultural-political complex was operating to keep the
natioi on an even keel, providing stable mechanisms for what
could be misinterpreted as constructive dissent and in effect
defining the limits of legitimate social and political debate. One
man working with PWF in Kenya, Heinz Berger, described
the significance of his program to us, saying its "existence

~ans' there is no gap which some other country or ideology
, uuld fill."

When Ambassador Attwood departed from Kenya' in 1966,
he ~pressed satisfaction with what had been acco~pli bed

there: "White fears of black in power in Kenya had proved
to be unfounded; a white Kenyan was still minister of a ·
culture and 1700 Englishmen still worked in various branch
of the Kenyan government Odinga and the demagogu
were out of office. The men moving up ... were unemotional,
hardworking and practical minded. When they talked about
Kenya's agricultural revolution they sounded like Walt
Rostow; they spoke of ava· ble credit, fair prices, technical '
assistance and the cash purch se of tools and consumer goods.tt
u.s. exports had grown from $13.5 million in 1963 to 531.6
million three years later when Attwood left. It was quite a
record for Attwood. But then, as he himself has modestly
observed: " ... an Ambassad r who treats his CIA chief as an
integral member of his Country Team will generally find .him a
useful and cooperative associ tee I know I did."

There have been setback since, however-four of PWF's
top men were refused entry in February 1968 by pro-British
Home Minister Daniel Moi who alleged they were connected
with the CIA, after which PWF's New York office shut down
and the organizatio~ disap red. And the problem of Ken
yatta's successor may prove dangerous since discontent is
widespread and growing an the economy is in trouble. But
these difficulties notwiths nding, Attwood's enthusiastic
recounting of how "Black ower in Kenya" had avoid
demagogues and had cease to be something to be feared is
impressive. It could almost serve as an expression of the current
devout and determined wish for just such a development of
Black Power in the Unite States. Certainly the lessons of
Africa have not been lost on those who have consecrated their
wishes with coins in the fl untain of black capitalism and
cultural. nationalism. But the carry-over to the present case
goes beyond mere tactical xperience taken to heart by the
manipulators of black destiny. The CIA may no Ion er be the
vanguard agency, but the m mentum in the id ology that was
set in motion continues str n , and there is continuity i~ the
very personnel. People who rovid d the racial cover are still
proving remarkably servicea Ie in that same role today.



M re Inf rmati n A ut The C

The CIA is a secret b dy, yet it is one which has been widely written about. Much of what has been
written i inaccur te, sensationalist, or deliberately misleading. Most exposes in the established
press tend to enjoy "leaks" from the CIA. These may be calculated to give the impression that
more is known about the Agency than acJually is. Sometimes the CIA is eager to publicize its
uccesse (particul- rly around appro riations time); sometimes it wants to undermine other

a encies and sometimes it actually wants some of its programs exposed so that they can be
romptly ended. Ironically, overexposure has actually reinforced public acceptance and the

A ency's Ie itimacy. -
I

Sadly, the radic 1pr 'ss has more often than not slipped into reporting every bit of gossip about the
CIA a f ct. Sho dy r p rting and CIA-baiting has tended to su stitute for analysis. The effect has

een t r inforce th crude conspirat rial theories about world affairs, and to feed a paranoia
within the radical m vement.

It is difficult to study precisely how the CIA operates. But there is plenty of material available.
The following is a Ii t of some of the sources, with an evaluation of their worth.

1. Wise, David and Ro s, Thomas B.

The Invisible Government. (Bantam
edition)
1965.

T e Espl na e E 18 II hment. (Random
House.)
New York. 1967.

These are the best known and most popular
titles about the CIA. ise and Ross are
establishment journalis s with an eye for
detail, a flair for st y telling and a
pronounced liberal bi s. The I visible
Govern ent is misle ding in that is
overemphasizes the CI 's invisibility. It
has as its central issue the CIA's lack of
accountability rather th n its actual service
to United States impe ialism. Wise and
Ross' were almost c rtainly privy to
"leaks" from the CIA. For example, they
knew about the CIA's pr gram of subsidies
:to non-profit organizati s hinted at in The
I vi I Ie Government, ut did not spell it
out. This was two years before the Ram
p rt ' exposures.

2. amp rts. This radical magazine has
published a nu ber of important and useful
exposes of CIA. activities. They include
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articles on the CIA's role in the early
Vietnam lobby (1965) ; Michigan State
University (1966) ; the exposes ot the
National Student Association (1967); the
CIA and Labor Unions (1967); the CIA and
Black nationalism (1969); and the CIA and
the opium trade in South East Asia (1971).
The more recent ampart articles have
much more political depth. David
Horowitz's series of articles, also in

amparts, on the foundations and the
Council of Foreign Relations are important
for understanding that the CIA does not
operate in isolation.



3. Mader, Julius. Who's Who In the CIA.
(Berlin) 1968
Mader's book is thought to be the product of
East German or Soviet intelligence. It is a
listing which he acknowledges (even if the
book's title does not) of foreign service
personnel believed to work in varlou U.S.
intelligence activities. It is neither up-to
date, nor very accurate. For example, he
throws together CIA operatives, former
World War II intelligence men and various
liberal politicians like Eugene McCarthy.

4. Tully, Andrew. CIA. Th In Ide Story.
(Fawcett publications) 1968
The Sup r Sple • (William Morrow and Co.)
New York 1969.
Tully is a journalist who writes sen-
sationalist books about Government
agencies. In the past he has enjoyed the co
operation of the FBI and probably had the
same relationship with the CIA. The books
are useful background but very limited.

5. The New York Time. From time to
time the New York Time has carried long
reports on the CIA. Consult the annual
Times index for a full listing. The Times is
well known for covering-up CIA projects in
the national interest. The most celebrated
instance of this was in 1961 when The Time
knew about the projected invasion of Cuba
but said nothing at the request of Arthur
Schlesinger Jr. More recently, in 1967, The
Time carried a five part eries on the CIA,
which a former Time editor has now ad
mitted was submitted.to the then ir ctor of
·the CIA, John McCone,' who su gested
"modifications" which the paper dopted.

6. Copeland, Miles. The G m of Nation
(Simon and Schuster) 1969..
Copeland helped set up the CIA and
operated on its behalf in the Middle East.
His book, and subsequent n w paper ar
ticle penetrate the myths of the Middle
East and offer frank, if ometimes overly
flippant, approache .

7. Ransom, Harry Howe, Th Int III ence
E tabll h ent (Harv rd) 1970. Ransom is
one of the e tabli hment critic of the CIA
who remains p rt of the club. He was
present at the CFR di cu ion group on
which the' i ell docum nt' i bed. His
book grew out of Harvard's Defen e Studies
programs. The book ha useful histerical
detail, but agonize about the CIA's ac
countability in a respectable way.

8. Movement Re earch Gr up . Some of
the be t work bout imp ri Ii t tr t y h

been published y a number of a·nti
imperialist resear h collectives. They often
include details a out the CIA. See for
example, The Ext nded F mlly on the role
of intelligence related research about
Africa (Africa Re earch Group, P.O. Box
213, Cambridge, Mass 02138): Subllm I
Warfare, by the North American Congress
on Latin America bout the role of the U.S.
in Latin America. (NACL.v. box 57,
Cathedral Station, New York 10025). Also
see the NACLA n wsletter monthly.

9. The Academic . The CIA has subsidized
many acad.emic studies about foreign
problems. Yet th academic community
have turned out very few studies of in
telligence agencies. If you can penetrate the
jargon some of th~ more interesting are:
Richard Cottam, C~ mpetltlve Inte ference
and 20th Century olley (Pittsburgh) 1967.
This is essentially critique of CIA practice
which argues that the CIA's methods are
not sophisticated nought Paul lackstock.
The Strategy of uberslon (Quadrangle)
1964. This book includes some histories of
case studies of covert actions. William R.
Harris of Harv rd's Center for In
ternational Affair is or will be publishing a
massive bibliogra hy on hundreds of other
academic and pular sources of in
formation.

10. The CIA Itsef. CIA officials are often
prolific writers. ven though their book's
are usually ca efully censored, the
memoirs and writings of CIA officialdom
often have interesting tidbits. Among the
more interesting are: Allan Dulles, The
Craft of Inteiligen e; Kirkpatrick, The e I
CIA; Sherman Keht Strategic Intelll ence.
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